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FOREWORD

Josep Borrell Fontelles
High Representative of the Union for
Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
and Commission Vice-President in
charge of coordinating the external
action of the European Union

EU leadership on human rights and democracy is needed more than ever. As autocracies
grow in strength and in number around the world, many have faced little pressure to curb their
abuses. The Covid-19 pandemic has further exacerbated this trend and is now putting at risk
decades of societal achievements and internationally established principles. At the same time,
new challenges are obliging us to update our thinking and policies. For instance, the speed
with which surveillance and Artificial Intelligence technology is proliferating among the world’s
worst human rights violators is staggering.
Defending human rights and democratic principles is a collective exercise, not a unilateral
endeavour. No country, no matter how powerful and influential, can match the credibility of the
international community acting through its institutions. EU leadership on human rights and the
rule of law at home and abroad has never been more vital. The EU needs to live up to its ideals.
Doing so will take significant work. The Covid-19 crisis has created an opening for stronger
collective action. It is clear that an EU foreign policy firmly grounded on human rights greatly
benefits EU security and prosperity. Data demonstrates that governments that respect human
rights are more reliable allies, stronger trading partners, and better stewards of regional peace
and long-term international stability.
The crucial question then is how can the EU strengthen its leadership on human rights and
democracy? This new EU Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy seeks to answer this
question, covering the next five years. Much of the work will inevitably and appropriately be led
by EU Delegations on the ground who are in the frontline of this work. The EUSR for Human
Rights, Mr Eamon Gilmore, will guide the implementation of the Action Plan from Brussels, in
partnership with civil society.
This Action Plan proposes five lines of action, ranging from holding human rights abusers
to account by sharpening the human rights toolbox through a new EU global human rights
sanctions regime, to protecting and empowering human rights defenders and ensuring that
new technologies such as Artificial Intelligence promote and do not hinder human rights.
In sum, this new Action Plan is about specific, actionable priorities to advance human rights
and democracy around the world. These actions are meaningful and achievable and I will
follow closely the progress we make. Some results will be more tangible in the short-term
than others but implementing these actions will leave Europeans safer and our alliances more
durable.Throughout its history, the EU has served as a champion of human rights. Now is the
time to build a post-Covid world where the rights and freedoms of people are protected globally.
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INTRODUCTION

Eamon Gilmore
European Union’s Special
Representative for Human Rights

“An injury to one is an injury to all”. This was the motto of the American labour union, “The
Industrial Workers of the World”, (IWW), at the beginning of the 20th century. It was also used
by the Irish trade union in which I began my own working life. It is an idea that still inspires my
work today on human rights and democracy.
In Europe, we have long since learned that when the rights of one person come under attack,
the rights of others are vulnerable and when one community is demonised or discriminated
against, it diminishes us all. That is why no country or region does more to promote human
rights and democracy around the world than the European Union. But we are expected to do
more, particularly now when human rights and democracy are under increasing pressure. And
that pressure has been intensified by the COVID-19 health crisis. Today, the need for effective,
coherent, strong collective action on human rights and democracy is even more imperative.
This EU Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy 2020-2024 is the third Action Plan on
Human Rights and Democracy adopted by the EU. As with the previous two Action Plans, the
objective is to enhance and hone EU efforts to promote human rights and democracy across
the world. Each Plan is an opportunity to reassess, renew and reinvigorate our work. It is an
opportunity to build on what we have done, think hard about how to address current challenges
and to plan for future ones.
This new Action Plan means stronger action. It steps up action on long-standing priorities
on human rights and democracy, such as gender equality, freedom of expression online and
offline, eradication of torture, the abolition of the death penalty, the prevention of sexual and
gender-based violence and many more.
New elements include: strengthening the link between human rights and the environment,
leveraging the benefits of digital technologies and minimising the risks, increased action
on economic, social and cultural rights, more emphasis on democracy, including shrinking
civic and political space, greater focus on business and human rights, further action on the
protection and empowerment of human rights defenders and greater investment in explaining
what we do to promote human rights and democracy.
The Action Plan is a framework, one of purpose and direction, with a broad range of policies,
tools and political and financial instruments at our disposal to implement it. It will be up to the
more than 140 EU Delegations and Member State Embassies across the world to translate the
Action Plan from paper into practice, through a range of actions tailored for local needs and
circumstances.
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Coherence and consistency on what we do externally and what we do internally are vital, not
just for our credibility, but because human rights are universal and democracy provides the
best means to protect those rights. The work done through this Action Plan on Human Rights
and Democracy will complement the implementation of the EU’s internal plan, the European
Democracy Action Plan, which aims to foster democratic and electoral integrity inside the EU.
The EU is also renewing its internal and external policy framework internally and externally on
gender equality with the Gender Equality Strategy and through the third Gender Action Plan.
It will take all of us working together to make this Action Plan a living plan; one which not only
leads to better protection and respect for human rights and democracy around the world, but
one which helps us reduce inequality, poverty and social exclusion. All of this work comes at a
critical moment, a moment of many challenges, but also of huge promise. We will continue to
work with a range of actors, stakeholders and of course civil society in this endeavour.
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COUNCIL CONCLUSIONS ON THE EU ACTION PLAN ON HUMAN RIGHTS AND
DEMOCRACY 2020-2024
1.

Today, human rights and democracy are being challenged and put into question. In this
context, the Council adopts the EU Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy 2020
– 2024, as set out in the Annex. The Council welcomes the Joint Communication “EU
Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy 2020-2024”, and takes note of the Joint
Proposal for a “Recommendation of the Council to the European Council on the adoption
of a decision identifying the strategic objectives of the Union to be pursued through the
EU Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy 2020-2024”, presented by the High
Representative of the European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and the
European Commission on 25 March 2020.

2.

With this Action Plan, the Council reaffirms the European Union’s strong commitment to
further advancing universal values for all. Respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy,
equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights will continue to underpin all aspects
of the internal and external policies of the European Union.

3.

The global picture on human rights and democracy is mixed. While there have been
leaps forward, the pushback against the universality and indivisibility of human rights,
the closing of civic space and the backsliding on democracy must be addressed. New
opportunities and risks also arise, notably linked to technological developments and
global environmental challenges.

4.

Crisis situations are a particular test for the realisation of human rights and respect
of democratic values. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and its socio-economic
consequences have a growing negative impact on all human rights, democracy and
rule of law, are deepening pre-existing inequalities and are increasing pressure on
persons in vulnerable situations. Investing in human rights, democracy and the rule of
law is essential to achieve fairer, greener, more resilient and inclusive societies. The
Council underlines that human rights, democracy and the rule of law, as well as a gender
responsive approach, will remain at the heart of the EU’s response to and recovery from
the COVID-19 pandemic. The EU undertakes to ensure that our response upholds the
dignity and human rights of all without discrimination of any kind. No one should be left
behind, no human right ignored.

5.

The new Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy 2020-2024 sets out the EU’s
ambitions and priorities for concrete action for the next five years in the field of external
relations.

6.

The EU and its Member States will use the full range of their instruments, in all areas of
external action, to focus and to further strengthen EU global leadership on the following
overarching priorities: protecting and empowering individuals; building resilient, inclusive
and democratic societies; promoting a global system for human rights and democracy;
harnessing the opportunities and addressing challenges of new technologies; delivering
by working together. The EU and its Member States will promote women’s and girls’ full
enjoyment of human rights, gender equality and the empowerment of women and girls as
a priority across all areas of action. An independent civil society, enabling civic space and
the support and protection of human rights defenders are essential elements to achieve
these priorities.
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7.

The effective implementation of the Action Plan requires the coordinated action of all
actors and stakeholders. In this context, the Council welcomes the leadership of the
High Representative for Foreign and Security Policy in promoting a consistent and
coherent implementation of the EU’s human rights and democracy policy. The Council
acknowledges the vital work of the EU Special Representative for Human Rights and
welcomes his central role in guiding the implementation of the Action Plan 2020 - 2024.

8.

EU Delegations and Offices, together with Member States Embassies, will be at the forefront
in attaining the objectives of the Action Plan. The EU will work in close collaboration with
other countries, international and regional organisations. Civil society organisations will
be important partners and will be consulted throughout the implementation of the Action
Plan. The Council will ensure effective follow-up and monitor progress on a regular basis.
The Council invites all partners to join efforts in contributing to the success of this Action
Plan and to promote human rights and democracy around the world.
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The EU action plan on human rights and democracy 2020 - 2024 sets the level of ambition
and defines the priorities of the EU and its Member States in this field in relations with all
third countries. Human rights and democracy will be promoted consistently and coherently in
all areas of EU external action (e.g. trade, environment, development, counter-terrorism). It
remains highly important to ensure the coherence of the EU’s internal and external policies.
The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic illustrates the importance of multilateralism, global
cooperation and solidarity. Respect for human rights, democracy, and the rule of law, as well
as a gender responsive approach must remain at the heart of responding to the pandemic and
supporting the global recovery. The Action Plan will contribute to the implementation of the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the Sustainable Development Goals.
Effective implementation of the action plan requires coordinated action by the EU and
Member States, while respecting the distinct institutional roles and competences: the High
Representative/Vice President (HRVP), assisted by the European External Action Service, the
European Commission, the Council and the Member States. The EU Special Representative
for Human Rights (EUSR) will remain a key political actor and play a central role in guiding
implementation of the action plan in order to deliver sustainable progress. The European
Parliament has a distinct role and importance in contributing to the promotion of human rights
and democracy.
The action plan sets out overarching priorities and objectives which will be translated and
implemented in the next five years at all levels: country, regional and multilateral. In operational
terms, the five lines of action will be implemented on the ground in partner countries. Gender
mainstreaming will be applied to ensure that all measures of this Action Plan are gender
responsive.
Over 140 EU Delegations and Offices around the world and Member States Embassies
will be at the forefront of implementation, adapting the priorities and objectives to local
circumstances and reporting on results. Within the framework set by the Action Plan, the EU
Delegations will work with Member States to define concrete priorities in their countries of
operation for a five year period; the work will be backed with robust financial and political
resources. Programmes and projects at country, regional and global levels, and Common
Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) missions and operations will contribute to achieving the
objectives.
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Achieving the objectives will require the systematic, and coordinated use of the full range of
instruments at the EU’s disposal including:
y political, human rights and sectoral policy dialogues with third countries and regional
organisations;
y human rights and democracy country strategies;
y Council Conclusions;
y dialogue and monitoring missions to implement the EU’s generalised scheme of
preferences (GSP);
y thematic and geographical programmes under the 2021-2027 multiannual financial
framework, in particular the new Neighbourhood, Development and International
Cooperation Instrument (specific project and programme arrangements will depend on the
context);
y actions in multilateral and regional human rights fora: EU-led thematic and geographical
resolutions that address a wide range of human rights issues, support for other relevant
resolutions, EU statements and interventions, participation in interactive dialogues, public
debates and briefings, events in support of human rights and democracy;
y speaking up for human rights and democracy: public diplomacy and strategic
communication activities, awareness raising campaigns, public statements and
démarches condemning human rights violations and abuses, and recognising steps taken
to promote and protect human rights and democracy;
y advocacy for ratification and implementation of key international human rights treaties,
including core labour rights conventions, main instruments of international humanitarian
law, as well as relevant regional human rights instruments;
y observing trials of human rights defenders and direct support to human rights defenders;
y the 13 EU human rights guidelines1 – instruments and tools for EU Delegations and
Member States Embassies to advance EU human rights policies;
y election missions and their follow-up;
y regular dialogue with civil society, human rights defenders, national human rights
institutions, the business sector and other relevant stakeholders;
y cooperation with multilateral human rights institutions and United Nations (UN) human
rights treaty bodies and Special Procedures;
y restrictive measures;
y targeted training sessions for EU staff in Delegations.

1

https://eeas.europa.eu/generic-warning-system-taxonomy/404_en/8441/Human%20Rights%20Guidelines
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1. PROTECTING AND EMPOWERING
INDIVIDUALS
Protecting and empowering individuals means ensuring that everyone can fully enjoy
civil, political, as well as economic, social and cultural rights. Empowering all people
(‘leaving no one behind’) involves enabling them to realise their full potential as equal
and active members of society. Respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy,
equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights are the cornerstone of societal
cohesion, solidarity and trust, both between the state and citizens, and among citizens.
The EU and its Member States will promote women’s and girls’ full enjoyment of human
rights, gender equality and the empowerment of women and girls as a priority across
all areas of action.
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1.1. PROTECTING PEOPLE, ELIMINATING INEQUALITIES, DISCRIMINATION
AND EXCLUSION
a. Work towards the worldwide abolition of the death penalty. In countries where the death
penalty still exists, insist on the respect of minimum standards and work towards a
moratorium on executions as a first step towards abolition.
b. Strive to eradicate torture and cruel, inhumane or degrading treatment or punishment
globally through prevention, prohibition, accountability and redress for victims, including by
promoting the Global Alliance for Torture-Free Trade. Support the independent monitoring
of prisons and other places of deprivation of liberty.
c. Support and protect human rights defenders (HRDs) and their legal representatives, and
address the impact of their work on their families. Ensure assistance via the EU human rights
defenders protection mechanisms. Take into account the particular risk that certain human
rights defenders face, including women HRDs and environmental HRDs. Work to ensure
positive recognition of the important role played by human rights defenders at all levels,
including by publicly expressing support for their work. Ensure visibility, support activities
and raise individual cases related to inter alia legitimate land tenure rights, labour rights,
natural resources, environmental issues, freedom of peaceful assembly and association,
indigenous peoples’ rights as set out in the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples, climate change, and those resulting from corporate abuses.
d. Enhance efforts to ensure the protection of civilians in armed conflicts, including civilian
and humanitarian infrastructure, and work towards the implementation and further the
dissemination of international humanitarian law, i.a. through cooperation with regional and
national actors.
e. Step up action to combat all forms of discrimination on any ground, with a specific attention
to multiple and intersecting forms of discrimination including on grounds of sex, race, colour,
ethnic or social origin, genetic features, language, religion or belief, political or any other
opinion, property, birth, disability, age, sexual orientation and gender identity.
f. Call on all states to respect, protect and fulfil the human rights of persons belonging to
minorities, including national, ethnic, religious, and linguistic minorities in accordance with
applicable international norms and standards.
g. Promote the exchange of best practices and lessons learnt with partner countries on
strategies and policies to combat racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related
intolerance.
h. Step up action to prevent and combat all forms of discrimination, intolerance, violence and
persecution against people based on their exercise of the freedom to thought, conscience
and religion or belief.
i. Scale up action to achieve gender equality, and ensure the full recognition, and equal and
full enjoyment of all human rights by all women and girls and their empowerment, free from
all forms of discrimination, including multiple and intersecting forms of discrimination, while
applying a gender responsive approach, and thus contributing to the implementation of all
EU Gender Action Plans as endorsed by the Council.
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j. Advocate for the elimination, prevention and protection from all forms of sexual and
gender-based violence, including social norms and harmful practices such as female
genital mutilation, female infanticides, child, early and forced marriage, and discrimination.
Partner up with key international actors, such as the Council of Europe to ensure universal
respect for the obligations to prevent and address violence against women and girls arising
from international instruments. The Council of Europe’s Istanbul Convention, which has
been ratified by 21 EU Member States, defines a set of standards for preventing violence,
protecting victims and ensuring accountability for perpetrators, towards a life free from
violence for all women and girls. Lead the Action Coalition on Gender-Based Violence for
the Generation Equality Forum.
k. Work towards the promotion, protection and fulfilment of all human rights and the full and
effective implementation of the Beijing platform for action and the programme of action
of the International Conference on Population and Development2, and the outcomes of
their review conferences, and remain committed to sexual and reproductive health and
rights, in this context3. Continue reaffirming the commitment to the promotion, protection
and fulfilment of the right of every individual to have full control over, and decide freely and
responsibly on matters related to their sexuality and sexual and reproductive health, free
from discrimination, coercion and violence. Further stress the need for universal access
to quality and affordable comprehensive sexual and reproductive health information,
education, including comprehensive sexuality education, and health-care services.
l. Step up actions to prevent, denounce and combat all forms of discrimination and harassment
against Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex (LGBTI) persons, including
LGBTI-phobic violence, hate speech and hate crimes. Actively condemn and combat
discriminatory laws policies and practices, including the criminalisation of consenting samesex relations.
m. Further advocate for respect, protection and fulfilment of the rights of the child. Promote
and implement measures to prevent, combat and respond to all forms of violence against
children. Assist partner countries in building and strengthening child protection systems.
Support the development of quality alternative care and the transition from institution-based
to quality family- and community-based care for children without parental care.
n. Advocate for the enjoyment of all human rights by older persons at all times, as well as for
ensuring adequate and sustainable solutions for their needs.
o. Advocate for a human rights-based approach that focuses on persons in vulnerable
situations, including migrants, refugees, asylum seekers, internally displaced and stateless
persons in line with international human rights obligations under international law and
standards, and through existing policy and legislative frameworks. Strengthen the capacity
of states, civil society and UN partners to implement this approach and support measures
to improve integration, social cohesion and access to quality services, fully respecting EU
and national competences.
p. Support measures to address the high risk and serious impacts of climate change,
environmental degradation and biodiversity loss on the exercise of human rights, such
as rights to life, health, safe drinking water and sanitation, food, adequate housing and
standard of living, including for climate-induced displaced people.
2

https://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/migration/generalassembly/docs/globalcompact/A_CONF. 177_20.pdf

3

https://www.un.org/en/genocideprevention/about-responsibility-to-protect.shtml
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1.2. EMPOWERING PEOPLE
a. Create conditions to empower women and girls and to ensure their full, effective and
meaningful participation and equal representation in all spheres of life, including by
eliminating gender stereotypes, and addressing structural inequalities, such as the digital
gender divide. All measures of this Action Plan, including those aiming at improving
integration, social cohesion and access to quality services, are gender responsive.
b. Support state authorities in providing legal identity for all, in particular ensuring universal
birth registration.
c. Promote, support and ensure the meaningful inclusion and active participation of children
and youth in decisions that affect them at all levels, including in EU policy making and
implementation.
d. Advocate for third countries to ratify and implement the UN Convention on the Rights
of Persons with Disabilities. Assist to prevent and remove attitudinal, institutional and
environmental barriers. Ensure accessibility to infrastructure, transport, information and
communication technologies (ICT), and ensure inclusive services, such as quality education,
including distance learning, and healthcare, justice and employment.
e. Support indigenous peoples by promoting their participation in relevant human rights and
development processes and by upholding the principle to free, prior and informed consent
in all decisions affecting them.

1.3. PROMOTING FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS AND STRENGTHENING CIVIC
AND POLITICAL SPACE
  

a. Encourage recognition of and support for the essential role that civil society plays in the
delivery of the Sustainable Development Goals and in promoting human rights.
b. Promote a safe and an enabling environment for civil society as actors in their own right,
including long-term strategic and flexible support to capacity building and meaningful
participation of civil society at country, regional and global level. Condemn and take
appropriate actions against legislation that unduly restricts the work of human rights
defenders, journalists, media workers, and civil society, including arbitrary procedures or
restrictions, in particular regarding foreign funding.
c. Develop tools to detect and respond to early signs of closing civic space and democratic
backsliding, including the use of digital technologies and counter-terrorism measures
as well as disproportionate measures imposed under state of emergency. Build on best
practice and support efforts to prevent and counter the closing of space and democratic
backsliding, and develop tools to monitor and anticipate challenges or opportunities for civic
and democratic space.
d. Protect and promote freedom of expression, media freedom and pluralism, online and
offline, and access to information. Take action to counter disinformation, including by raising
public awareness, and stimulating public debate around actions to counter disinformation.
e. Contribute to the safety and protection of journalists and media workers, including by
working on an enabling environment for freedom of expression and by condemning attacks
and other forms of harassment and intimidation both online and offline, and address specific
threats faced by women journalists. Ensure that those harassed, intimidated or threatened
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receive assistance via the EU human rights defenders protection mechanisms. Support
media initiatives and appeal to state authorities to prevent and condemn such violence, and
take effective measures to end impunity.
f. Prevent and take action against violations of the freedom of peaceful assembly and
association, including where civil society organisations as well as workers and employers
are affected.
g. Encourage inclusive dialogue and the peaceful resolution of political crises and mass
protests in compliance with human rights standards. Build the capacity of civil society and
political actors to respond to the grievances expressed by spontaneous civic movements
in compliance with human rights standards. Condemn intimidation, threats and violence
against peaceful protesters.
h. Promote and support the right for all individuals to have a religion, to hold a belief, or not
to believe. Protect the rights of individuals to manifest, to change or leave one’s religion or
belief without fear of violence, persecution, or discrimination. Condemn and take appropriate
action against disproportionate restrictions on freedom of thought, conscience and religion.
i. Support interfaith dialogues and reach out to religious and faith-based actors and assess
how they can be involved in the protection and promotion of human rights, in delivering the
sustainable development goals, and in peace making, conflict prevention, reconciliation and
mediation, and find synergies with ongoing UN initiatives.
j. Support action to protect academic freedom, the autonomy of education institutions, as well
as their capacity to provide online and distance learning. Promote the implementation of
human rights education on the basis of the World Programme for Human Rights Education.

1.4. REINFORCING ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND LABOUR RIGHTS
a. Strengthen the linkage between human rights and the environment, including climate
change in EU external action. Support activities to raise awareness of the human rights
impact and implications of climate change and environmental degradation.
b. Effectively integrate economic, social, cultural and labour rights in EU human rights
dialogues with partner countries, while ensuring synergies with other consultations and
GSP+/EBA monitoring missions.
c. Promote a zero-tolerance policy on child labour, and the eradication of forced labour.
Support partnerships at all levels, labour rights in EU trade relations, promotion of due
diligence in global supply chains and efforts to promote ratification of the ILO Forced Labour
Protocol.
d. Support the role of public authorities in adopting and ensuring compliance with environmental
regulations aimed at securing a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment, including
by promoting good governance and community-based natural resources management and
the rule of law, access to information, public and inclusive participation in decision-making
and access to justice on environmental and climate matters.
e. Assist state authorities in developing and implementing laws, regulations, policies and
programmes on water, food, land, natural resources, housing and property that uphold
human rights.
f. Support universal access to safe, sufficient and affordable drinking water, sanitation and
hygiene, and emphasise the human rights dimension in those areas.
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g. Curb inequalities by combating poverty and social exclusion, and by promoting nondiscriminatory access to social services, including quality and affordable health services and
inclusive and equitable quality education, including distance learning. Build practitioners’
capacity to respond to the specific care needs of all persons in vulnerable situations with
no exception of any kind.
h. Foster health promotion and equal access to preventive health services and the right of
everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health, especially in times
of crisis with special attention to persons affected by discrimination and marginalisation.
i. Promote decent work and a human-centred future of work through an updated EU approach
ensuring the respect of fundamental principles and rights at work, the right to safe and
healthy working conditions for all, and a world of work free of violence and harassment.
Promote social dialogue as well as the ratification and effective implementation of relevant
ILO conventions and protocols. Strengthen responsible management in global supply
chains and access to social protection.
j. Improve the working conditions of migrant workers, including by eradicating all forms of
forced labour and exploitation. Support migrant workers in third countries, especially women
and their communities, to defend their rights, report, seek justice and organise for advocacy.
k. Promote the respect for cultural rights, ensuring the expression of diversity and cultural
identity as well as promoting the preservation of cultural heritage.

1.5. SUPPORTING THE RULE OF LAW AND THE FAIR ADMINISTRATION OF
JUSTICE
a. Advance the rule of law, support the strengthening of independent and impartial judiciary,
oppose external pressure against judges and national justice systems, and promote the
right to a fair trial to ensure respect for human rights in the administration of justice.
b. Promote rights-based and gender responsive justice, access to justice and legal assistance,
including by legal aid and digital innovation, focusing on people living in the most vulnerable
situations.
c. Support the establishment or strengthening of human rights-compliant alternative dispute
resolution mechanisms as a way to foster restorative justice and to reduce legal, practical
and other barriers to justice for victims of human rights violations.
d. Support the development of child-friendly justice systems for all children in contact with the
law and deprived of liberty.
e. Support the improvement, in line with international standards, of the detention conditions
and treatment of persons deprived of liberty.

1.6. CLOSING THE ACCOUNTABILITY GAP, FIGHTING IMPUNITY AND
SUPPORTING TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
a. Establish a new horizontal EU global human rights sanctions regime to tackle serious
human rights violations and abuses worldwide.
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b. Develop comprehensive EU approaches to ensuring accountability, in particular for the
most serious crimes and human rights violations and abuses, and to supporting victims in
seeking remedy by linking national and international efforts, building on EU policies, e.g. on
the International Criminal Court, children and armed conflict, Women, Peace and Security,
survivors of conflict-related sexual and gender-based violence, transitional justice, the fight
against torture and other ill-treatment.
c. Promote the national implementation of the Rome Statute and its principle of complementarity,
in particular by strengthening national criminal justice systems.
d. Engage with international and hybrid criminal tribunals and with UN mechanisms
mandated to support the collection, consolidation, preservation and analysis of violations of
international humanitarian and human rights law.
e. Support in-country initiatives to combat impunity for human rights violations and abuses and
transitional justice processes, including by strengthening links with the UN.
f. Actively promote measures to prevent enforced disappearances and extrajudicial killings.
g. Promote continued political commitment to and operationalisation of the Responsibility to
Protect (R2P) by facilitating dialogue and engagement in the UN context and by applying
the concept as an analytical tool to specific country situations. Prioritise EU’s early action
to prevent mass atrocities.
h. Promote measures to prevent and fully eradicate trafficking in human beings, including by
countering impunity for all perpetrators involved. Promote measures to assist and protect
all victims, in particular women and children, according to their respective needs, including
through the provision of mental health and psycho-social support, gender responsive and
child sensitive approach.
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2. BUILDING RESILIENT, INCLUSIVE AND
DEMOCRATIC SOCIETIES
Respect for human rights is an essential element of resilient, inclusive and democratic
societies. Such societies are built on transparent and accountable institutions,
representative parliaments and engaged citizens, and provide a safe and enabling
environment for civil society, and independent media to voice concerns, influence
policies, monitor decision-makers and hold them to account. Human rights and
democracy are interdependent and mutually reinforcing.
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2.1. ENHANCING DEMOCRATIC, ACCOUNTABLE AND TRANSPARENT
INSTITUTIONS
a. Support the separation of powers, independence and impartiality of the judiciary, the
efficiency, quality and accountability of the justice system and constitutional safeguards in
partner countries.
b. Support parliamentary institutions to increase their capacity to exercise their oversight,
legislative, representative and budgetary functions, including through peer-to-peer
exchanges to ensure that fair democratic procedures are observed and, if necessary,
improved in the time between elections.
c. Improve the integrity and inclusive participation of electoral processes by supporting
independent domestic electoral observation and their regional and international networks,
and by strengthening the capacity of election management bodies and public administrations
and by promoting inclusive legislative frameworks and their effective enforcement.
d. Ensure a systematic follow-up on the recommendations of EU and Organisation for Security
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) electoral observation missions, using both political and
cooperation tools. Foster a common approach to follow up in the international observer
community, in particular with the African Union (AU), Organisation of American States
(OAS) and the UN.
e. Enhance the role of EU election observation in the wider EU support for human rights and
democracy to reinforce other key EU foreign policy objectives.
f. Develop and refine electoral observation methodology to monitor and assess the use of
social media and other digital technologies during election campaigns against international
standards, in order to prepare for and pre-empt attempts to distort elections.
g. Support the development of policy frameworks that apply offline rules on elections and
democratic processes to the online context, and assist to build capacities to implement them.
Build on the EU’s efforts in this regard, including the action plan against disinformation4, the
Commission’s electoral package5, the code of practice on disinformation6 and the upcoming
European Democracy Action Plan and Digital Service Act.
h. Step up actions in support of democratic institutions at the local level, including by supporting
decentralisation and transparent, inclusive, participatory and accountable local governance.
i. Provide comprehensive assistance to prevent and fight against corruption by supporting
public administration reform, effective anti-corruption strategies and legal frameworks,
including whistle-blowers and witness protection, specialised bodies, parliaments,
independent media and civil society, and developing anti-corruption guidelines. Support the
ratification and implementation of the UN Convention against Corruption.
j. Support civil society organisations to monitor and contribute to the effective, equitable,
transparent and accountable domestic resource mobilisation and to ensure that tax policy
and implementation combats inequality, illicit financial flows and drives inclusion.
k. Support e-governance initiatives to make the public sector more transparent and
accountable, thereby enhancing public trust in governments.

4
5
6

https://eeas.europa.eu/sites/eeas/files/action_plan_against_disinformation.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/justice-and-fundamental-rights/eu-citizenship/electoral- rights_en#electionsnetwork
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/code-practice-disinformation.
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l. Support the development of research and practice-based knowledge on human rights and
democracy to inform and enable a more effective action.

2.2. PROMOTING RESPONSIVE, INCLUSIVE,
REPRESENTATIVE DECISION-MAKING

PARTICIPATORY

AND

a. Work towards women’s and youth’s equal, full, effective and meaningful participation, in all
their diversity, in all spheres and levels of public and political life, including by advocating for
their inclusion on political parties’ lists for winnable seats and building candidates’ capacity.
b. Support pluralist party systems and political parties’ capacities in a non-partisan manner,
including through assisting in the application of international standards on transparent
party financing, internal democracy and inclusivity in the selection of candidates and office
holders. Promote and support the adoption of electoral and political party laws for these
purposes and promote a level playing field in electoral processes. Support the development
of cross-party codes of conduct aimed at preventing electoral fraud and electoral violence
and parliaments’ capacity to promote and to protect human rights and fundamental
freedoms.
c. Increase the capacity of political parties and oversight agencies, especially in conflictaffected and transitional settings. Support cross-party alliances and multi-party dialogue on
policy issues of common concern.
d. Foster the role of civil society in oversight and accountability in both the public and the
private sector, promoting the use of online technologies in accordance with human rights
standards, rule of law and democratic principles.
e. Promote greater transparency of democratic processes, particularly of the financing of
political and issue-based campaigning by different actors.
f. Promote active citizenship and full participation of all, without discrimination, in public
and political life. Civic education, including via distance learning and online media literacy
action, should particularly target women, children, youth, persons with disabilities, persons
belonging to minorities, indigenous peoples, and other persons in vulnerable situations.

2.3. SUPPORTING INDEPENDENT AND PLURALISTIC MEDIA, ACCESS TO
INFORMATION AND THE FIGHT AGAINST DISINFORMATION
a. Support legislative initiatives strengthening access to information, media freedom, the right
to privacy and personal data protection in line with European and international standards,
and their effective implementation.
b. Promote media freedom and pluralism online and offline by supporting the capacity and
sustainability of independent media outlets and promoting access to reliable information, in
particular during elections. Support investigative journalism and civil society in monitoring
governments’ performance on governance and compliance with human rights obligations.
Counter attempts to influence and exert pressure on independent and pluralistic media.
c. Promote efforts to counter disinformation, hate speech, violent extremist and terrorist
content, including by fostering online media literacy and digital skills while safeguarding
all fundamental freedoms. Strengthen civil society organisations’ and independent media’s
capacity to detect, expose and raise public awareness on disinformation and information
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manipulation. Support independent and credible fact checking and research, investigative
reporting and journalism, including at local level. Support civil society initiatives promoting
reliable information and a free media.
d. Promote the principle of open, safe, affordable, equally accessible and non-discriminatory
internet access for all. Combat internet shutdowns, especially in the context of elections and
where human rights violations occur.

2.4. REINFORCING A HUMAN RIGHTS AND PARTICIPATIVE APPROACH TO
CONFLICT PREVENTION AND CRISIS RESOLUTION
a. Support the meaningful inclusion of young people, in particular young women, and faithbased actors and their full, effective and meaningful participation in all efforts to prevent
atrocities and resolve conflict, build and sustain lasting peace.
b. Build the capacities of grassroots civil society organisations, human rights defenders
and civic movements to conduct regular monitoring and documentation of human rights
violations and abuses, including in conflict situations.
c. Continue to strengthen the links between human rights, including gender equality, security,
environmental degradation and climate change - the latter being an important threat
multiplier - in policy dialogues, conflict prevention, development and humanitarian actions,
as well as disaster risk reduction strategies.
d. Ensure complementarity and effectively implement the EU Action Plan on Women, Peace
and Security 2019 – 2024.
e. Intensify efforts to prevent and end grave violations against children affected by armed
conflict and support demobilisation, long-term rehabilitation and reintegration also by
building on and strengthen coordination with existing UN mechanisms.
f. Further strengthen policy coherence between EU human rights and crisis response policies
and actions, including in the human rights and democracy country strategies, and ensure
centrality of human rights in all aspects of crisis response and conflict prevention, such
as CSDP missions and operations, security sector reforms and mediation, with particular
attention to protection of civilians, gender equality and children and armed conflict.
g. Develop EU human rights due diligence policy to ensure that EU security sector support,
including in the context of CSDP missions and operations, is in compliance with human
rights law and international humanitarian law, where applicable.
h. Continue to provide dedicated IHL modules in training third countries’ armed forces through
EU military training missions and include dedicated child protection modules where relevant.
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3. PROMOTING A GLOBAL SYSTEM FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEMOCRACY
Promoting a global system for human rights and democracy is at the core of the
EU’s commitment to strengthening multilateralism. The EU’s strategic response to
the changing international environment is to strengthen its coherence and unity in
multilateral fora, to widen and deepen bilateral partnerships, and to build new crossregional coalitions.
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3.1. MULTILATERAL COOPERATION
a. Participate in and create a more flexible and stronger network of partners, including through
selective issues based engagement in promoting human rights and democracy. Reach
out to new partners, prioritise coalition building with regional and cross-regional groups on
selected human rights resolutions, and strengthen links with like-minded countries.
b. Engage at an early stage with all members of the UN Human Rights Council on country
and thematic resolutions, particularly with those that hold a different view than the EU on
specific resolutions.
c. Enhance strategic cooperation with the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights,
both at central level and with field offices. Support the independence of the Office in
promoting and monitoring human rights and mainstreaming human rights throughout the
UN system.
d. Strengthen the role of the Human Rights Council in upholding universal respect for human
rights, including by addressing situations of violations of human rights. Support the efficiency
and effectiveness of the UN Human Rights Council, and ensure better links with the work
of the UNGA Third Committee and synergies with other multilateral and regional human
rights fora.
e. Support civil society organisations’ meaningful participation in multilateral and regional
human rights fora and take actions, both public and bilateral, against any reprisals related
to engagement with the UN, whether on the ground or in multilateral fora.
f. Support the effective implementation of the UN Secretary-General’s Call to Action for
Human Rights.
g. Promote human rights as a cross cutting priority in the continued implementation of
UN reforms, and enhance strategic cooperation with UN Agencies. Enhance UN peace
operations’ work and ability to ensure the protection and promotion of human rights.
h. Collaborate with the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and other multilateral and
regional development banks and institutions to promote good governance, accountability,
and transparency, thus strengthening the framework for effectively promoting human rights
and democracy.

3.2. REGIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
a. Strengthen the partnership with the Council of Europe (including the Venice Commission
and the Commissioner for Human Rights) and the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), to enhance coherence and complementarity through selected
and diversified cooperation.
b. Strengthen regional cooperation with the African Union, the Organisation of American
States, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, the Asia-Europe Meeting, the League
of Arab States and the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation.
c. Support and encourage peer learning for regional human rights institutions, including
human rights courts and independent networks of human rights institutions.
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3.3. BILATERAL COOPERATION
a. Ensure linkages and synergies between the EU’s bilateral relations (including political,
human rights and sectoral policy dialogues, election missions, monitoring of human rights
and labour rights under the GSP, and work on labour rights under FTAs) and its actions at
multilateral level. Maintain focus on follow up.
b. Identify and follow up on concrete action points for each round of human rights dialogue
and consultations with partner countries, taking particular account of GSP+/EBA monitoring
objectives in dialogues with GSP beneficiary countries.
c. Strengthen the implementation of human rights provisions in EU trade policy, including
through the GSP, and by promoting labour rights in the context of FTAs. Use the full potential
of monitoring mechanisms and further promote transparency, awareness and engagement
with stakeholders.
d. Make full use of synergies between political and sectoral policy dialogues, including on
budget support, to promote human rights, democracy and the rule of law in partner countries.
e. Apply human rights principles and standards in EU bilateral and regional cooperation;
by updating the methodology in the toolbox: a rights-based approach, encompassing all
human rights for EU development cooperation7.

3.4. CIVIL SOCIETY AND NATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS INSTITUTIONS
a. Deepen engagement with and enhance support for independent and pluralistic civil society,
including grassroots civil society organisations, human rights defenders, social partners
including trade unions, independent media associations and journalists, academics, legal
professionals, faith-based actors, and humanitarian aid organisations, in order to defend
their right to exercise their roles free from any form of intimidation, discrimination or violence.
b. Support independent national human rights institutions and commissions, ombudspersons
and equality bodies, in line with the Paris and Venice principles, and engage with them
including in the context of human rights dialogues.
c. Promote structured and regular dialogues between state actors, civil society (including
social partners) and the international community and maintain focus on follow-up.
d. Support and strengthen long-term partnerships and cooperation with civil society actors,
human rights defenders and social movements, also by making full use of the opportunities to
fund grassroots organisations, including through the European Endowment for Democracy.

3.5. BUSINESS SECTOR
a. Strengthen engagement in international fora and with partner countries to actively promote
and support global efforts to implement the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human
Rights, including through fostering the development and implementation of national action
plans in Member States and partner countries, advancing relevant due diligence standards
and working on a comprehensive EU framework for the implementation of the Guiding
Principles in order to enhance coordination and coherence of actions at EU level.
7

http://register.consilium.europa.eu/doc/srv?l=EN&f=ST%209489%202014%20INIT
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b. Engage with the business sector on upholding and promoting human rights, anticorruption measures and best practices on responsible business conduct, corporate
social responsibility, due diligence, accountability and access to remedies in a participative
manner (e.g. supply chains, zero tolerance for child labour).
c. Support multi-stakeholder processes to develop, implement and strengthen standards on
business and human rights and due diligence, and engage with development banks and
international financial institutions. Promote regional projects, peer learning, exchanges
of good practice and internationally recognised guidelines and mechanisms, such as
those in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, OECD Guidelines
for Multinational Enterprises and the ILO Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning
Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy.
d. Support advocacy work and enabling spaces for business engagement with civil society
and human rights defenders in decent job creation, sustainable development, and women’s
entrepreneurship and economic empowerment along the supply chain.
e. Develop tools and training material on business and human rights, responsible business
conduct, private/public sector dialogue and due diligence to enable EU Delegations to step
up their engagement on business and human rights.

3.6. COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS AND
INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW
a. Strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of the UN human rights treaty body system and
the ILO standard supervisory mechanism.
b. Support the effective implementation of international and regional mechanisms to promote
and protect human rights, including Universal Periodic Review recommendations and
concluding observations of the UN treaty bodies.
c. Continue to advocate for and support initiatives to strengthen compliance with international
humanitarian law and safeguard humanitarian space. Ensure the implementation of the EU’s
positions, as defined by the Council, on international humanitarian law and international
criminal justice and strengthen the visibility and coherence of EU action in this regard,
including through strategic outreach and knowledge transfer.
d. Support the International Criminal Court as a cornerstone in fighting impunity for the most
serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole and build networks to
promote the universality and integrity of the Rome Statute.
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4. NEW TECHNOLOGIES: HARNESSING
OPPORTUNITIES AND ADDRESSING
CHALLENGES
Human rights apply equally online and offline. Digital technologies must be humancentred and human rights compliant. New technologies can contribute significantly to
the protection and promotion of human rights and democracy, including by making
public participation easier and more effective, increasing access to public services,
facilitating the documentation of violations and abuses, and supporting online activism.
However, these technologies can also have a negative impact, such as spreading
disinformation and hate speech, enabling new forms of violence, violations and abuses
of the right to privacy, facilitating access to specific illegal content including child
exploitation, widespread surveillance limiting freedom of expression and reducing
civil society space, reinforcing discrimination and structural inequalities. This possible
negative impact must be prevented and countered.
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4.1. CAPACITY BUILDING AND EFFECTIVE MONITORING
a. Engage with governments, multilateral institutions, including UN agencies, civil society,
business and experts to share analysis and best practices and agree actions where
appropriate on how to enforce human rights frameworks and support democracy in the
digital age.
b. Provide capacity building and other support to enable national authorities to effectively
develop and implement relevant international standards effectively in the online space
(e.g. protection of children, countering hate speech) and engage data scientists and other
relevant experts for that purpose. To avoid gaps in protection, national laws and regulations
on digital issues should reflect international human rights law.
c. Promote discussions and actions to maximise the opportunities of new technologies,
including artificial intelligence (AI), while remaining vigilant on the risks that they may pose
to human rights and democracies, at international and country level.
d. Exchange best practices and lessons learnt on countering disinformation, hate speech,
extremist and terrorist content, including through online media literacy and digital skills
while safeguarding human rights standards. Liaise with online platforms including social
media, and digital media on the importance of developing self-regulatory approaches to and
being more proactive on combatting online disinformation by developing accountability and
transparency standards that fully respects human rights.
e. Examine regulatory and non-regulatory approaches to ICT in third countries as regards
promotion of human rights and democracy. Foster international best practice exchanges on
human rights compliant tech regulation.
f. Reinforce exchanges and develop training for EU staff on the existing and future use of
digital technologies and AI, their impact on human rights and democratic processes in third
countries, and how the EU can mitigate the risks and benefit from the opportunities.

4.2. PROMOTING HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEMOCRACY IN THE USE OF DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGIES, INCLUDING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
a. Contribute to the development, evaluation and implementation of the relevant frameworks
and international standards that safeguard human rights and democracy in the digital
environment, consult and cooperate broadly including with tech companies, platform
providers, academia and civil society. Promote adequate due diligence (including mitigation
plans) and effective human rights impact assessment.
b. Engage in multi-stakeholder processes that focus on the human rights dimension of online
frameworks including by seeking a more active promotion of human rights and democracy
by tech companies in their services and operations.
c. Protect the individual’s right to privacy and data protection, including in the context of
digital space and with respect to disproportionate government access and control. Promote
convergence towards a high level of protection taking into account positive examples, such
as the General Data Protection Regulation. Promote accession to the Council of Europe
Convention on Data Protection.
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d. Promote EU action, and support global and regional efforts to ensure respect for human
rights, including right to an effective remedy, and democratic principles in the research,
design, development, deployment, evaluation and use of new technologies including
artificial intelligence, building on the EU’s own developing approach to ethical artificial
intelligence8.
e. Promote an open, free and secure internet, including by monitoring internet shutdowns,
online censorship and digital practices such as those leading to mass arbitrary surveillance
while supporting efforts to protect freedom of expression, media freedom and pluralism in
the online environment. Intensify efforts to reap the benefits of new technologies for civil
society as well as with a particular focus on mitigating risks for human rights defenders and
journalists.
f. Promote the accessibility of technologies for everyone, including persons with disabilities
and other persons in vulnerable situations, already at the design stage of new technologies
covering all sectors including education.
g. Ensure transparency and accountability in the use of technology in judicial processes
including through lawful access to electronic material constituting evidence, robust data
security mechanisms and effective public scrutiny of e-justice institutions.

8
See the Commission’s White Paper on “Artificial Intelligence – A European approach to excellence and trust”,
COM(2020) 65 final of 19.2.2020
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5. DELIVERING BY WORKING TOGETHER
This action plan enables the EU to respond to emerging challenges through focused
action and coordinated efforts and its implementation and monitoring should be subject
to a broad stakeholder dialogue. The EU institutions and Member States will work
together to implement it in a joined-up approach each according to their competences
under the Treaties, and with exchange of good practices and knowledge. The EU
Special Representative for Human Rights (EUSR) is a key political actor and will play a
central role in guiding implementation of the action plan in order to deliver sustainable
progress. The European Parliament has a distinct role and importance in contributing
to the promotion of human rights and supporting democracy. The EU Delegations
and Offices, CSDP Missions and Operations and Member States Embassies will play
a leading role in promoting and protecting human rights and supporting democracy,
and implementing the action plan at country level. Global, EU-based and national civil
society organisations are also key partners.
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5.1. PUBLIC DIPLOMACY AND STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION
a. Build effective social media networks for deeper engagement and content sharing in order
to raise awareness and drive opinion change.
b. Communicate on relevant policies and initiatives, taking account of public perceptions and
local languages, taking a campaign-style thematic approach.
c. Identify means to measure the effectiveness of public diplomacy and campaigns, and
develop the most successful content and channels for interaction with the public.
d. Identify and further promote initiatives such as ‘Good human rights stories’ and harness
their potential for facilitating further positive human rights and democracy changes on the
ground.

5.2. IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND EVALUATION
Means of implementation

The following means will be used to implement the actions contained in the present Action Plan:
political dialogues; human rights dialogues; sectoral policy dialogues; GSP+/‘everything
but arms’ (EBA) monitoring missions; election missions and their follow-up; common
security and defence policy (CSDP) civilian and military missions and operations; use of
the relevant EU human rights guidelines with specific tools to achieve thematic objectives;
Council conclusions; resolutions in the UN Human Rights Council and the UN General
Assembly (UNGA) Third Committee; thematic and geographical financial instruments
(relevant programmes and projects); flexible human rights and democracy support; direct
support for human rights defenders; monitoring of trials; advocacy for ratification and
implementation of key UN human rights treaties, core ILO conventions, main instruments
of international humanitarian law, and other relevant conventions and optional protocols;
statements on human rights abuses and violations; targeted training sessions for EU staff
in Delegations; public diplomacy and targeted campaigns, conferences and other events;
dialogue with civil society and other relevant stakeholders; restrictive measures.
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EU Annual Report on Human rights and democracy in the world
Timing: Every year, starting June 2021
a. Track progress of the implementation of this action plan, and the timely
implementation of the measures contained therein, in full consideration
of the sustainable development goals, in particular through the thematic
part of the EU Annual Report on Human rights and democracy in the
world. Adjust the structure of the report to reflect the implementation of
priority actions and to provide a framework for monitoring.

Mid-term review
Timing: June 2023
b. Conduct a mid-term review of the implementation of the action plan
involving Member States and civil society, and use the results as an
input for the future action plan on human rights and democracy.

End-term evaluation
Timing: June 2025
c. Conduct an end-term evaluation of the implementation of the action
plan, involving Member States and civil society.

Implementation and Monitoring with EU Member States
Timing: Throughout implementation
d. Organise regular exchanges of views in the Council on best practices
as well as annual discussions of EU institutions’ and Member States’
progress, plans and priorities in implementing the action plan, inter alia,
in the context of discussions on the implementation of the EU human
rights guidelines. The outcomes of these discussions will be used as
inputs for the future EU action plan on human rights and democracy.

EU Human Rights Guidelines
Timing: As required
e. Review the EU human rights guidelines, if and when necessary, in
particular the EU Guidelines on Human Rights Dialogues with third
countries.
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Human Rights and Democracy Country Strategies
Timing: Beginning 2021
f. Ensure that the human rights and democracy country strategies,
developed locally by the EU Delegations and EU Member States
embassies, reflect the priority actions of the action plan, taking into
account the country specific context.

European Parliament
Timing: Throughout implementation
g. Follow up on European Parliament resolutions and debates that are
relevant for the implementation of the action plan.

Consultation with Civil Society
Timing: Every year, starting June 2021
h. Regularly engage with civil society on the overall implementation of the
action plan and organise dedicated annual consultations.

Rights-Based approach methodology
Timing: 2024
i. Broaden the scope of the updated toolbox: a rights-based approach,
encompassing all human rights for EU development cooperation, by
applying it to all EU external action programmes and further developing
joint rights based approach initiatives with Member States, including
through joint programming.
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